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Charlestaylortrial.org (The Hague)
Thursday, 19 August 2010
Sierra Leone: Issa Sesay Distances RUF From the January 1999 Invasion of Freetown
Alpha Sesay
Former interim leader of the Sierra Leonean rebel group that Charles Taylor is accused of providing
support for today made considerable effort to distance his rebel group from the 1999 invasion of
Freetown, an attack which saw the commission of heinous crimes including murder, rape, amputations of
the arms and limbs of civilians, and the looting and destruction of civilian property.
According to Issa Hassan Sesay, the present witness testifying for Mr. Taylor, the attack on Sierra Leone's
capital city of Freetown in January 1999 was undertaken solely by members of the Sierra Leone Army
(SLA), who in May 1997 had overthrown the democratic government of Sierra Leone and formed the
Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC). After the May 1997 coup, the AFRC teamed up with
Sierra Leone's main rebel group, the Revolutionary United Front (RUF). Together the two groups ruled
Sierra Leone until they were forcefully removed from Freetown in February 1998 by West African
peacekeepers under the Economic Community of West African States Monitoring Group (ECOMOG).
As the rebel forces retreated from Freetown, they occupied various towns in Sierra Leone's countryside,
and in January 1999, the rebel forces invaded Freetown again. Prosecutors have alleged that the 1999
attack on Freetown was a joint operation undertaken by the AFRC and the RUF, an allegation that Mr.
Sesay denied today.
"It was an AFRC operation, it was an independent operation that they carried out," Mr. Sesay told the
court in reference to the January 1999 invasion of Freetown.
Mr. Sesay explained that "they [AFRC] fought from Koinadugu [Northern Sierra Leone] right up to
Freetown on their own."
According to Mr. Sesay, the action of the democratic government of President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah to
execute members of the Sierra Leone Army (SLA), who had been found guilty by a Court Martial for
their involvement in the coup, was the main reason why the AFRC decided to attack Freetown.
"That is why they attacked Freetown, they said their colleagues had been killed," Mr. Sesay told the court.
Prosecutors on the otherhand have insisted that the 1999 Freetown invasion was a joint operation
undertaken by the AFRC and the RUF in pursuit of their joint criminal enterprise in Sierra Leone.
Prosecutors hope that by proving the RUF's involvement in the Freetown invasion, Mr. Taylor would be
held liable because according to prosecutors, when Mr. Taylor allegedly provided arms and ammunition
to the RUF to attack the diamond rich town of Kono in December 1998, the rebels used that operation and
the same arms and ammunition to advance to the northern part of the country before they proceeded to
Freetown in January 1999.
Mr. Sesay has denied these allegations, telling the court instead that the AFRC troops that attacked
Freetown took off from Koinadugu under the leadership of Solomon Anthony James Musa (SAJ Musa)
but that when SAJ Musa died before the troops entered Freetown, Alex Tamba Brima, aka Gullit, (also
now convicted by the Special Court and serving a jail term in Rwanda) took over the leadership of the
troops. It was at that time that he made contact with RUF commander Sam Bockarie.
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"According to [my radio] operator, it was Gullit's name that was mentioned to Sam Bockarie's operator.
He said Gullit told Sam Bockarie that SAJ Musa was dead. Then Sam Bockarie told Gullit that they
should wait for reinforcement to come so that they will attack Freetown," Mr. Sesay explained.
Mr. Sesay added that Gullit did not wait for the reinforcement to arrive when he led his troops into
Freetown.
When asked whether it was Mr. Bockarie who offered to send reinforcements to support Gullit's troops,
Mr. Sesay said, "That is what my operator told me...based on the instruction he gave Gullit to wait to get
reinforcement for us to attack Freetown, but Gullit did not wait, he did not go ahead with what he was
told."
Mr. Sesay told the court that the RUF was not involved in the plan to attack Freetown because the AFRC's
SAJ Musa and the RUF's Mr. Boackarie were not on speaking terms. When asked why Mr. Bockarie was
"offering to send reinforcement to this renegade group," Mr. Sesay said that "when Gullit told Bockarie
that SAJ Musa was dead, since Gullit was his friend, Bockarie was ready to work with him."
Mr. Sesay said that the RUF fighters who moved to reinforce the AFRC could not enter Freetown because
ECOMOG forces stopped them at Waterloo outside Freetown.
"ECOMOG was in Hastings and Jui and so they [RUF} could not go to Freetown," Mr. Sesay said.
He agreed that their purpose was to enter Freetown.
Mr. Koumjian then played in court a January 1999 audio clip of a BBC interview by a Colonel FAT Sesay
in which the Colonel told the interviewer that "we have again overthrown the SLPP [Sierra Leone
People's Party]...the combined forces of the AFRC and the RUF forces."
In response to this, Mr. Sesay said, "I knew that he was lying because at that time, the RUF were in
Makeni."
Mr. Sesay insisted, "I was not part of the planning, nor was I part of the execution of the attack on
Freetown."
When told that RUF's Mr. Bockarie had "called his papay [Mr. Taylor]" to inform him that the rebel
forces had entered Freetown, Mr. Sesay said, "I didn't know about that."
Mr. Sesay's testimony continues on Monday as there will be no court sitting on Friday.
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The Daily Beast
Friday, 20 August 2010
www.thedailybeast.com

Watching the Charles Taylor Trial from Liberia

MONROVIA, Liberia--It's a strange experience watching
Charles Taylor's war crimes trial from the center of this
city, where destruction from the conflict he began
remains evident everywhere. The recent testimony of
celebrities Naomi Campbell and Mia Farrow also made
me think of a Liberian proverb: The sweetness of the
pounded rice dust in the mortar is what causes the
young goat's head to be stuck there. (Or as an
American would put it, it's what you love most that gets
you in the end.) During the years Taylor ruled Liberia, we all heard stories about
diamonds being mined and brought to him in their rough form, enough of them to
fill a big mayonnaise jar. And we didn't need stories to know that he was a playboy.
He himself went on the radio to say that every Liberian man was free to marry
three, four, five women if he could find them.
Now the former president's love of diamonds and women--an act of flirting and
showing off at a dinner party 13 years ago--could be what provides the evidence
that convicts him and sends him to jail at the conclusion of his trial at The Hague,
which has dragged on for three years and continues this week.
I have to admit that I have mixed feelings about the trial. Every time I watch, I
think about how many individuals in Sierra Leone would have benefited from the
amount of money----being spent on it. Taylor was in power between 1997 and 2003
and fought a bloody war in neighboring Sierra Leone, sponsoring a rebel movement
that forced children to become soldiers and sex slaves, and traded blood diamonds
for weapons.
I also believe his trial should have been held in Africa. He should have been jailed in
Africa. In Sierra Leone or Liberia, his prison cell would have a bare concrete floor,
not a bed. There would be no TV or air-conditioning. He would not have the right to
visitation and sex with his latest wife, who . That is the most disgusting part of the
entire process to me, a mockery of justice and a total disservice to war victims.
Even in Europe and America, where people are presumed innocent until proven
guilty, someone on trial for the murder of just one person is not given the right to
have sex. And Charles Taylor is being tried for the murder of thousands and the
mutilation of thousands more.
That's in Sierra Leone. If we were, he'd be accused of much more: the death of five
Catholic nuns and of seven Senegalese soldiers killed in 1992 by his fighters during
his attack on Monrovia, the slaughter of tens of thousands of civilians during the
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war he began, the mass rape of Liberian women, the destruction of a generation
of children who were drugged and turned into his fighters.
If Taylor is acquitted, I don't think his troubles will be over. I think it's very likely he
will be slapped with arrest warrants for all the deaths for which he's responsible in
Liberia. If he is convicted, I wish the wealth he stole could be tracked down and
some form of restitution offered to those who suffered the most from his actions.
(This may seem an impossible dream, but the trial is an indication that anything is
possible.) Money should go to rape victims; the young fighters, who are now in
their 20s and 30s, and who must be rehabilitated for the security of Liberia; and
their children, so we don't lose another generation of young people. And there
should be payments to the country itself, still in desperate need of funds for
reconstruction.
Most Liberians, after all, haven't watched the Taylor trial on television because
much of the city of Monrovia remains without electricity. We still don't have running
water or sanitation services. The vast majority of the population is too poor and
exhausted to worry about justice at The Hague; they are just trying to survive.
Despite all my reservations, I believe this trial is a good thing for Africa. It tells
those in power: If you think you can commit the most horrendous of crimes against
your own people or against those in another country with total impunity, you are
wrong. There will be justice. You will pay. Let it be known, Robert Mugabe and
Omar al-Bashir, that if Charles Taylor is facing time in prison, you may be next.
The Liberian peace and women's rights activist Leymah Gbowee is The Daily Beast's
Africa columnist. As war ravaged Liberia, Leymah Gbowee realized it is women who
bear the greatest burden in prolonged conflicts. She began organizing Christian and
Muslim women to demonstrate together, founding Liberian Mass Action for Peace
and launching protests and a sex strike. Gbowee's work in helping to oust Charles
Taylor was featured in the documentary .
Get a head start with the Morning Scoop email. It's your Cheat Sheet with must
reads from across the Web. Get it.
For inquiries, please contact The Daily Beast at editorial@thedailybeast.com.
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Vanguard
Friday, 20 August 2010

Naomi Campbell : Warrior as model
Owei Lakemfa
By O WEI LAKEMFA
SUPER British model Naomi Campbell initially declined when invited to testify against former Liberian
president, Charles Taylor at his ongoing trial at the United Nations special court for Sierra Leone in the
Hague.
She knew it was a set up; that the desperate prosecution wants to use her to nail Taylor. But when on July
1, 2010, the lady that turns heads at gatherings was subpoenaed with a threat of being sent to jail for
seven years if she refused to testify, she flew out to the Hague.
Born on May 22, 1970, Naomi is street and business wise with a 1994 novel, Swan in the market and a
personal company, The Design House Of Naomi Campbell.
A staunch supporter of the Labour Party, Naomi is a strong willed fighter for equality, the poor, children
and African causes. Where others choose to keep quiet on racism and simply make money on the whitedominated cat walk, she speaks out. Last year she told the media “You know, the American president
may be black, but as a black woman, I am still an exception in the business, I always have to work harder
to be equally treated”
Naomi who never knew her father, adopted Quincy Jones and Chris Blackwell as her father, and Nelson
Mandela as her grandfather. She enmeshes herself in charity work with an admittedly, black or political
bias. She helped to raise $11 million for the Hurricane Katrina victims in the United States and
participates in projects like the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund, the Quincy Jones Listen Up
Foundation, the UNESCO Orphanage in Jamaica and Fidel Castro’s Cuban Children Foundation.
Also, she has been involved in brushes with the law and courts partly due to her temper and also because
she is a rich black woman with an independent mind. She successfully sued the Daily Mirror for invading
her privacy. So Naomi knows what it is to be persecuted and as she watched Taylor’s trial, she could see
where the court is headed.
Naomi also knew that unless she testified, her career might be over because modelling is principally a
western industry run primarily by western agents, agencies, designers and fashion houses. The major
agencies she models for are the IMG Models in New York, Model Management, London, D’M
Management Group in Milan and the Marilyn Agency in Paris.
She had no option but to appear; it was in truth not a summon but a conscription into the army needed to
send Taylor to jail. It is unthinkable that he would be freed; where will he go if he were found innocent?
Certainly, the puppet government of Helen Sirleaf Johnson will not allow him return to Liberia, so what
country will accept him? In any case, having been betrayed into the hands of his enemies by the Olusegun
Obasanjo government in Nigeria, it is doubtful if he would put his future in the hands of any African
country again.
But Naomi knew that in going to the Hague, it was not Taylor alone that was on trial, she also was
because her conscience will not forgive her for being part of a white conspiracy to send a black leader to
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prison. So on August 2, 2010 she appeared in the UN court, but did not say what the prosecutors
wanted her to say.
Naomi testified that in September 1997 she had attended a charity dinner by the Nelson Mandela
Children Foundation and that the international guests had included Taylor. Later in the night, she was
woken up by two men who knocked her door and gave her a pouch, saying “A gift for you”.
The pouch she said contained “a few stones (three) they were very small, dirty looking stones” She said
the next morning over breakfast she mentioned her experience to actress Mia Farrow and her then agent
Carol White and that one of the two said “that’s obviously Charles Taylor” She immediately handed over
the stones to the Mandela Children Foundation.
With the key witness who could not recognise uncut diamonds and did not know who sent them to her, the
prosecution case appeared in tatters. As to insinuations that she handled “blood diamonds” Naomi
punctured it by pointing out that back in 1997, there was no such thing as blood diamonds and that the
Kimberley Process Certification Scheme (KPCS) which made the classification began three years later.
Had Naomi retained the diamonds for herself, she might have been blackmailed, but she had given it to
the Mandela Children Foundation with instructions that they be used for impoverished children. But
Foundation director, Jeremy Ractliffe through whom Naomi claimed she had handed the diamonds
denied the claims.
The Foundation wrote the court that it “never received a diamond or diamonds from Ms. Campbell or
from anyone else. It would have been improper and illegal to have done so”. The denial might have
raised new problems for her, but the next day, the Foundation changed its story and admitted that it had
received the diamonds back in 1997. Mr. Ractliffe in whose home the South African police had found the
diamonds following a raid, claimed that he denied the receipt in order to protect the Foundation’s image.
But it appears he had kept the stones for himself.
Back at the Hague, actress, Farrow claimed that Naomi had told her the next morning that she had been
given a “huge diamond” by Taylor. But as the police raid revealed, they were three small diamonds not
one “huge diamond” Farrow had claimed.
Ms. White who had given a similar testimony as Farrow, was exposed as bearing a grudge against
Campbell whom she had sued for alleged breach of contract. Campbell in a reaction to both women
declared “I’ve no motive here. Nothing to gain.
I am a black woman who has and will always support good causes, especially relating to Africa” The
truth is that the Sierra Leone rebels did not need Taylor, then president of a neighbouring country to sell
diamonds and buy guns for them; they did that themselves!
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The New York Times
Thursday, 19 August 2010
Mandela Aide Quits Over Diamonds
By MARLISE SIMONS and ALAN COWELL
PARIS — The tangled saga involving the supermodel Naomi Campbell, Nelson Mandela and the former Liberian
dictator Charles G. Taylor claimed a victim on Thursday when a trustee of the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund
resigned over his decision to remain silent about receiving uncut diamonds from Ms. Campbell 13 years ago.
In a statement, the fund said the trustee, Jeremy Ractliffe, regretted his decision and apologized for “possible
reputational risk” to the fund as a result of his actions. He kept the stones until this month, when he handed them to
the police in South Africa, where the unlicensed possession of rough diamonds is a criminal offense.
The statement said that Mr. Ractliffe believed he had acted in the best interest of the children’s fund and that he
realized he had left himself open to possible prosecution. Musa Zondi, a spokesman for the elite Hawks unit of the
South African police, which has opened an investigation, said Mr. Ractliffe had not been charged with an offense.
This month Ms. Campbell testified as a prosecution witness at Mr. Taylor’s trial that she received two or three
“dirty-looking stones” from two unidentified men after a dinner hosted by Mr. Mandela and attended by Mr. Taylor,
among others. The following day, she said, she handed a pouch containing diamonds to Mr. Ractliffe.
Diamonds remained at center stage in the trial in The Hague on Wednesday during the cross-examination of Issa
Hassan Sesay, a convicted former rebel leader from Sierra Leone, who had earlier told investigators that he
delivered parcels of rough diamonds at least “11 or 12 times” to Mr. Taylor personally. In exchange, Mr. Sesay
said, Mr. Taylor provided the rebels with bombs, rifles and other weapons.
Also on Wednesday, a prosecutor, Nicholas Koumjian, said Mr. Sesay and another rebel leader seized more than
1,800 rough diamonds from a rival commander in 1998 and took them to Mr. Taylor. In response, Mr. Sesay said
that he knew only of 14 diamonds that he was meant to take to Burkina Faso but that he misplaced them in transit in
Liberia.
Mr. Taylor, who denies charges of unlawful killings, abductions, rape and the enslavement of children to fight as
soldiers, has also rejected accusations that he traded weapons for so-called conflict diamonds to sustain the
bloodletting that claimed some 200,000 lives in Sierra Leone, which abuts Liberia to the north.
Prosecutors had called Ms. Campbell, her former agent Carole White and the actress Mia Farrow, who all attended
the dinner, because they hoped to show that Mr. Taylor traveled with diamonds on an arms-buying trip to South
Africa and elsewhere. Mr. Taylor had told the court under oath that he never owned, carried or traded in diamonds.
While stories of diamonds keep surfacing at the trial, the number of gemstones keeps changing, including in the
case of the gift to Ms. Campbell. She told the court two weeks ago that she had received “two or three” diamonds in
a pouch, while Ms. White, her former agent, said she was present when Ms. Campbell received “five or six”
diamonds in a crumpled piece of paper. Mr. Ractliffe, who was chief executive of the fund from 1995 to 1999, said
he received three stones from the model.
In its statement, the fund said that Mr. Ractliffe had agreed to resign and that he “regrets his omission to inform the
chairperson and the rest of the board of trustees of the Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund of his receipt of the uncut
diamonds until now and acknowledges that had he done so, he and the board would have found a better and lawful
way to manage the situation
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United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary
19 August 2010
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

UN News in Liberia
UNHCR Delegation Visits Liberia
[The Inquirer, The News]
•
•
•
•

The Africa Bureau Director of the UN refugee agency, UNHCR at the head of a high power delegation has
arrived in the country on a five-day visit.
Mr. George Okoth-Obbo and delegation will meet with heads of several government ministries and
agencies.
A statement from the UNHCR said discussions will focus on issues relating to refugees in Liberia, as well
as the issue of Liberian refugees in the sub-region.
The team is also expected to meet with non-governmental organizations in the country to discuss issues
pertaining to refugees, asylum-seekers and Liberian refugees returning home.

Gender Ministry, UNIFEM Conduct Capacity Building Workshop
[In Profile Daily]
•
•
•
•

The Ministry of Gender in collaboration with the United Nations Fund for Women (UNIFEM) has launched a
nationwide capacity building exercise for rural women.
The training which runs from 13 - 21 August 2010 will benefit 100 women from various organizations and
communities.
The course will cover communication, leadership, conflict management and gender sensitive issues.
The workshop is under the UN/Government joint food security programme and will teach the women how to
produce and prepare food as well as good parenting.

Germany Donates to LNP
[The Monitor, The News]
•
•
•

The German Government has turned over to the Liberian Government a newly constructed police station in
Mount Barclay.
Germany‘s Deputy Head of Mission Herbert Saudi said his government has also provided office
stationeries, furniture, motorbikes and uniforms for officers who will be assigned at the station.
The German diplomat said the project was implemented under the Quick Impact Project of the United
Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) as his government’s way of helping to capacitate the Liberia National
Police (LNP) in its fight against crime.

Star Radio (News monitored today at 09:00 am)
IOM Frustrated Over Handling of Trafficking Cases
• The International Organization for Migration (IOM) says it is frustrated over the manner in which courts
handle human trafficking cases in Liberia.
• According to IOM’s counter trafficking expert Freddie Goe, many inmates are languishing behind bars
without being accorded due process.
• Mr. Goe described human trafficking as modern-day slavery and stressed the need for such cases to be
treated with seriousness.
• He claimed more human trafficking-related cases were being reported due to the series of anti-trafficking
campaigns being carried out by the IOM and partners.
• Mr. Goe said prosecution of alleged traffickers is a major challenge to the fight against human trafficking.
• He spoke Wednesday at the start of a three-day Counter Trafficking Workshop organized under auspices of
Networks against Human Trafficking, with funding from the IOM.
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ILO Launches Sustainable Projects in Grand Bassa
• The International Labor Organization (IOM) has launched four sustainable training projects for young
people of Grand Bassa County.
• Grand Bassa Superintendent Julia Duncan Cassell expressed happiness over efforts by Liberians to take
over the country’s formal sector.
• She said foreigners once controlled Liberia’s formal sector, something she believes did not portray a good
image of the country.
• Superintendent Cassell commended the ILO for undertaking the initiative to empower young people to
uphold the formal sector.
• She said the ILO projects are in line with government’s Poverty Reduction Strategy and encouraged the
youth to be serious in order to ensure the success of the projects.
• ILO Liaison Officer in Grand Bassa County Deborah Breeze disclosed the projects will last for six months
and urged citizens of the county to take advantage of the opportunity.
• Selected youths from Buchanan and the four districts of the county will be trained in the maintenance of
motorbikes and recognition road signs, fishery, soap making and cassava production.

Local News on Liberian issues
Ducor Residents, Police Clash
[New Vision, The Inquirer, In Profile Daily, New Democrat, The News, Heritage]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dozens of occupants of the Ducor Inter-continental Hotel in Monrovia early Wednesday clashed with a
group of Liberia National Police (LNP) and United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) personnel.
The incident reportedly left a number of Ducor occupants wounded and brought the activities of the
community to a momentary standstill.
The Rocky Hill residents said they had gathered for a planned meeting with the Legislature.
According to them, the meeting was intended to go and brief the lawmakers on what they called the illegal
decision by government to evict them.
Meanwhile, the Montserrado Legislative Caucus has reported acts of police brutality against residents of
the Rocky Hill Community in Monrovia.
At the same time, Police on Wednesday confirmed the arrest of several residents of the Rocky Hill
Community near the Ducor Intercontinental Hotel in connection with rioting.
The residents took to the streets early Wednesday morning with the aim of presenting a statement to the
Legislature.
According to Deputy Police Director for Operations Al Karlay, the marchers did not obtain a permit from the
Justice Ministry before taking to the streets in gross violation of the Liberian constitution.
He denied report that the police brutalized some of the residents while marching peacefully.

President Sirleaf Assures Guineans of Regional Support
[New Vision, The Analyst, The Inquirer]
•
•
•
•

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf on a one-day working visit has commended the authorities and people of
Guinea for the level of progress made thus far and the commitment to return Guinea to constitutional rule.
President Sirleaf made the commendation in Conakry where she was joined by her Sierra Leonean
counterpart, Dr. Ernest Bai Koroma.
They presided over a meeting with members of the Transitional Military Government of Guinea, political
leaders, and members of the Elections Commission that conducted the first round of elections in that
country.
Tuesday’s meeting focused on the upcoming run-off election, slated for September this year.

Caretaker for Liberian US Embassy
[The Inquirer]
•
•

The Executive Mansion has named Mr. Edwin Sele as Charge d’Affaires of the Liberian Embassy in the
United States.
Mr. Sele who has been assigned at the Liberian Mission in that country will take charge of the Embassy
while pending consultations between President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf and Ambassador Nathaniel Barnes
take place.
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•

Presidential Press Secretary Cyrus Badio who made the disclosure said Ambassador Barnes is due in
the country within a week.

Former Information Minister Eyes Elected Post As He Awaits Trial
[Daily Observer]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Former Information Minister, Dr. Laurence Bropleh awaiting trial on theft charges, has declared his intention
to contest a legislative seat for Grand Bassa County come 2011.
Dr. Bropleh said he was prepared to provide 'good leadership' for his people noting that he will be a force to
reckon with during the elections.
The former Information Minister disclosed that he has planted rice, cassava, plantain, and other food crops
on his farm in River Cess County.
According to him, farming was part of his community development agenda.
Dr. Bropleh is indicted by Criminal Court “C” at the Temple of Justice for corruption.
The National Elections Commission in an interview Wednesday said Bropleh has the right to contest
because, under the laws of the country, an accused is presumed innocent until proven guilty in a court of
law.

‘Kidnapped’ Firestone Rubber Tapper Resurfaces
[The Informer, The Inquirer, The News]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 35-year old rubber tapper who reportedly disappeared in the Firestone Rubber Plantation nearly two
weeks ago has resurfaced with startling revelations.
Mr. James Flomo said he and his brother Emmanuel Sumo faked the kidnap incident in order to reap death
benefits from Firestone.
He explained that had the deal succeeded, he would have gone to Saclepea, Nimba County to live there
the rest of his life.
According to Mr. Flomo, he has worked with Firestone for 10 unbroken years and during these years life
has been unbearable for him and his family.
Meanwhile, the Margibi Legislative Caucus has confirmed the discovery of the rubber tapper who
disappeared under mysterious circumstances at the Firestone Plantation.
The chairman of the Caucus said the missing tapper was found in his hiding place by security forces.
Representative Saar Gbollie said Mr. Flomo was captured through a security dragnet between Margibi and
Nimba counties following a vigorous search.
He said the rubber tapper Flomo was never adopted as he earlier reported on August 5 but an organized
syndicate designed by the tapper, his wife and other relatives.
The Margibi lawmaker described the scheme as an act of terrorism and said the tapper who is currently in
police custody would be prosecuted.

Panelists Support Passage of FOI Bill
[The Monitor, The Inquirer]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A team of panelists has expressed support for the passage of the draft Freedom of Information (FOI) Act
currently under review at the Senate.
The panelists said the passage of the bill would represent a useful tool to ensuring unhindered access to
public records and promoting transparency.
The panelists include Deputy Information Minister Norris Tweah and University of Liberia Mass
Communication Professor Joe Mulbah.
Others are human rights lawyer Augustine Toe, Press Union of Liberia (PUL) President Peter Quaqua and
Ms. Therenna Reeves of the Justice Ministry.
They spoke Wednesday at a public hearing by the Senate’s Information Committee on the proposed FOI
Act.
During the hearing, Cllr. Toe expressed concerns over the application of the bill to hospitals and the rights
for non-Liberians to request for public documents.
But PUL President Peter Quaqua and Cllr. Nagbalee Warner clarified that the FOI bill exempts people from
requesting private information.
They also defended foreigners requesting public documents, arguing that Cllr. Toe benefited from such
when he requested classified documents from the United States.

Defense Minister Seeks Enhanced Cooperation
[Heritage]
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•
•
•
•
•

The Defense Ministry says it looks forward to an enhanced cooperation with the US Government in
combating narcotics and other controlled substances in Liberia.
Defense Minister Brownie Samukai said such cooperation needs to be enhanced because narcotics and
other substances have the potential to threaten peace and security.
Minister Samukai noted the issue of drugs could be what he calls cancerous if allowed to spread.
The Defense Ministry boss speaking Wednesday when US Embassy Deputy Chief of Mission Karl Albrecht
visited him stressed the need for a robust campaign by the two governments as was done recently in the
crackdown on narcotics in Monrovia.
Mr. Albrecht said he was attracted to the country because of the harmonious cooperation between Liberia
and the United States and would reinforce existing cooperation between the two countries.

“Insane Man” Shuts Down Community Radio in Lofa
[The Analyst, The Inquirer]
•
•
•
•
•

Reports from Foya, Lofa County say a man believed to be mentally-ill has attacked the Tamba Taikor Radio
Station in the area interrupting its broadcast.
According to the reports, Henry Thompson damaged some of the station’s key broadcast equipment
including its 50watts transmitter.
He was later arrested and charged with criminal mischief by the police.
During preliminary investigation, Henry told the police the radio station had been broadcasting hate
message against him.
He further told the police, the station was in the habit of informing the public that he is infected with
HIV/AIDS.

Star Radio (News monitored today at 09:00 am)
NHA Finally Begins Demolition at Rock Hill Community
• Men claiming to be workers of the National Housing Authority (NHA) have begun demolishing structures in
the Rocky Hill Community.
• The men said houses being demolished belong to people who have taken their relocation packages.
• Christian Wallace, a man whose relative’s home was being demolished said the men told him they are from
the NHA dismissing earlier reports that police officers were involved in the demolition exercise.
• Affected families were seen carrying their belongings.
• Dozens of riot police officers were also seen in the area but were not pulling down structures as was
alleged.
• Meanwhile police Wednesday arrested several residents in the area after they took to the streets with the
aim of presenting a statement to the National Legislature.
• Police authorities say the residents did not obtained permit from the Justice Ministry in gross violation of the
Liberian Constitution.
• They dismissed reports of police brutality against the residents.
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
Panelists Support Passage of FOI Bill
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
UNHCR Delegation Visits Liberia
‘Kidnapped’ Firestone Rubber Tapper Resurfaces
Defense Minister Seeks Enhanced Cooperation
Civil Servants Assured of Increase in Salary
• The Civil Service Agency (CSA) has assured civil servants of an increase in their salary this fiscal budget
year.
• CSA Director General William Allen said the Legislature is expected to reduce the percentage of income tax
rate on civil servants’ salary.
• Dr. Allen said the income tax rate reduction would make a net increase in the pay of employees on the
government wage bill.
• He said the US$1.5 million recommended to the Legislature by the Executive branch of Government will
cover the allotment.
• Beneficiaries include the ministries of Health and Education, the military and police sectors.
• The CSA boss also announced Government will shortly carry out a re-documentation of all teachers in an
effort to address the issue of salary.
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“Insane Man” Shuts Down Community Radio in Lofa
Man with Kidney Problem Appeals for Help
• A 50-year old man suffering from serious kidney problem has appealed to President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf
and other philanthropists to come to his rescue.
• Mr. Bougfah Nyanplu said he has lost his manhood and no longer functions as a result of the kidney
problem.
• He said currently he is only able to eat two or three spoons of corn meal daily.
• According to him, doctors at some of the major hospitals in the country have suggested that he seeks
treatment in a foreign country, preferably Ghana.

Radio Veritas (News monitored today at 09:45am)
Coalition in Disintegration!
• With less than a week of the signing of the much publicized communiqué for the merger of political parties,
there are indications that the new Coalition for Democratic Change (CDC) is crumbling.
• The communiqué was signed last weekend by the Congress for Democratic Change (CDC), Liberian
National Union (LINU), Progressive Democratic Party of Liberia (PRODEMP) and National Patriotic Party
(NPP).
• Some officials of the CDC including the party’s flag bearer George Weah have disassociated the party from
the coalition noting that the officials who signed did it on their own.
• At the same time, LINU National Chairman Aaron Wesseh said he is not part of the deal.
President Sirleaf Commends Guinean Authorities for Level of Progress
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)

Truth FM (News monitored today at 10:00 am)
Germany Donates to LNP
International Clips on Liberia
GCHQ intercepts Liberian war lord's death threat to British journalist
www.thisisgloucestershire.co.uk
EAVESDROPPERS at GCHQ in Cheltenham intercepted a signal from a Liberian war lord to assassinate a BBC
journalist, it has emerged. Correspondent James Brabazon has revealed the centre received intelligence that
Charles Taylor had put a price on his head. Mr Brabazon says the order was put out by Taylor after being
"infuriated" by his reports for the BBC on the Liberian conflict in summer 2003. Writing in the Daily Mail, the reporter
said the Benhall-based Government Communications Headquarters, discovered a US $10,000 reward would go to
any Liberian government soldier who killed him. Liberian President Charles Taylor, who ignited civil war, is currently
on trial at the International Court in The Hague for 11 counts of alleged war crimes. These include the plundering of
the region's diamond mines. The case grabbed the headlines when supermodel Naomi Campbell was called to
testify after she'd allegedly accepted "blood diamonds" from Taylor, following a 1997 charity dinner in South Africa.
Mr Brabazon revealed he had also been approached with diamonds – but in very different circumstances.
George Boley Sr.'s lawyer says witnesses in Africa were paid to testify
www.democratandchronicle.com
Federal authorities are allegedly paying witnesses in Africa to testify at the deportation trial of a Clarkson man
accused of atrocities during the brutal Liberian Civil War, the man's attorney and family contend. "I've got reports
that these people have been put up in plush accommodations in Ghana and have been offered money to testify in
the government's behalf," said Buffalo-based immigration lawyer Matthew Kolken, who is representing George
Boley Sr. Federal immigration officials allege that Boley, 60, committed "extrajudicial killings" in Liberia and has
illegally entered the United States. Boley has been detained since he was arrested by Customs officials in January.
The first phase of Boley's trial — the government's case — is now scheduled for the last week in September at a
Batavia immigration detention facility, but Kolken said he has asked for an extension.
LISCR appoints new Operations Manager in Tokyo
www.scandoil.com
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The Liberian International Ship & Corporate Registry (LISCR), the US-based manager of the Liberian Registry, has
appointed Nobuyukl Kanesaka as Operations Manager in its dedicated Tokyo office, in succession to Capt
Yoshiyama. Nobuyuki Kanesaka joins LISCR from Germanischer Lloyd, where his responsibilities included in-fleet
surveys and newbuilding supervision. He is a qualified marine engineer with over thirteen years of seagoing
experience and he has also been a guarantee and superintendent engineer with a leading Japanese shipyard. In
addition, he is also a fully qualified ISO, ISM and ISPS auditor. Mr Kanesaka says, “I am excited about the new
challenge offered to me by the Liberian Registry. I believe my industry experience will help the registry to maintain
the local quality service it provides to Japanese ship owners.”

International Clips on West Africa
Guinea
Moving On to the Second Round Election
www.huffingtonpost.com
It's now official, the second round election for President of the Republic of Guinea will be held on September 19,
2010. The announcement comes as great news for the country and for proponents of democracy in Africa. Overall,
there is good reason to be optimistic about Guinea's democratic transition and the important role that military
leaders, politicians, political parties and civil society have played to get this far in the process. It is expected that the
race between the two final candidates, Cellou Dalein Diallo and Alpha Condé, will mirror the first round of votes by
being relatively free of violence, vote rigging and manipulation. Both the Diallo and Condé camps have formed
coalitions with the third and fourth place finishers respectively, which is a welcome indicator that reconciliation
among the political class has quickly taken shape. Based solely on the final first round poll numbers, Cellou Diallo is
the odds-on favorite to be the next President of Guinea.
Former Guinea Junta leader loses son
www.afriquejet.com
The eldest child and only son of former Guinea Military leader, Captain Moussa Dadis Camara, Moriba Dadis Jr,
died Monday evening by drowning in a family swimming pool in Montreal, Canada, PANA learnt Wednesday in
Conakry, the Guinean capital, from a reliable source. The tragedy occurred shortly after Moriba, a former law
student back home in Guinea, returned from school, the source added. Moriba was studying Law at the Kofi Annan
University of Conakry but interrupted his studies in 2009 to migrate to Canada a few months after a military coup
brought his father and other members of the National council for Democracy and Development (CNDD) to power.
The senior Camara himself survived an assassination attempt in December 2009 by his aide-de-camp, Aboubacar
Toumba Diakite. After treatment in Morocco, Captain Camara left Guinea and now lives in Burkina Faso.
Ivory Coast
Ivorian coffee, cocoa officials for trial September
PANA
The Ivorian judiciary has announced that the trial of former senior officials in the coffee-cocoa industry will start on 6
September, following the conclusion of an inquiry ordered by President Laurent Gbagbo. Five of the 30 defendants,
who have been detained at Abidjan's main jail since 2008, have been subpoenaed by the magisterial court, along
with five ministers and 122 witnesses, a legal source said. Ivorian President Laurent Gbagbo instructed the
prosecutor's office to open an inquiry into the coffee-cocoa industry, which is the backbone of the country's
economy. The inquiry led to the arrest of former leaders in the sector in June 2008.
Presidential polls and peace in Côte d'Ivoire
www.businessdayonline.com
Presidential elections, initially scheduled for 2005, will finally hold in Côte d'Ivoire on October 31 this year, five years
after the expiration of the controversial mandate of the incumbent, Laurent Gbagbo. That is if you believe Guillaume
Soro, a former warlord-turned Prime Minister, who made the announcement last Thursday, following the
recommendation of the country's Independent Electoral Commission. Re-launching the electoral process in postconflict situations should be cheerful news. Instead, the United Nations peacekeeping mission, known as UNOCI,
sent there since 2004 put out a statement saying it had 'taken note' of the announcement. France, the ex-colonial
power, reacted in the exact same words. Most Ivorians, having heard similar unfulfilled promises before, simply
shrugged it off and went about their 'normal' business.
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Cote d'Ivoire says 18.2 Million USD available for election organization
Xinhua
Up to 14 million euros (18.2 million U. S. dollars) from the international community are available for the organization
of the Oct. 31 presidential elections in Cote d'Ivoire, according to the UN peacekeeping mission in the West African
country ONUCI. "About 14 million euros are available at this moment in the Fund Basket for the financing of the
electoral process," the UN secretary general's new special representative for Cote d'Ivoire, Ndolamb Ngokwey,
announced in a communiqué released here by ONUCI on Wednesday. Ngokwey, who assumed the function on
Aug. 12, said, "With the political decision taken concerning the upcoming holding of the elections, it will be possible
to mobilize more of the resources." He said most of the financial and technical partners of Cote d'Ivoire have
expressed readiness to explore the possibilities to help the country.
Ivory Coast Boosts Cocoa Pesticides, Cuts Black Pod Fungicide Coverage
www.bloomberg.com
Ivory Coast, the world’s biggest cocoa producer, has increased by 10 percent the amount of land it will treat with
chemicals to prevent pests that hinder growth of the beans, the Fund for Developing and Promoting Coffee and
Cocoa Activities said. A total of 550,000 hectares (1.36 million acres) will be treated with “general pesticides” during
the upcoming harvest, which begins Oct. 1, said Patrice Rox, a spokesman for the Abidjan-based fund. The country
has reduced by 28 percent the area it will treat for black pod rot to 225,000 hectares. The fungus spreads during
times of heavy rainfall and minimal sunshine.
****
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Media Summary
18 August 2010
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

UN News in Liberia
Truth FM (News monitored today at 10:00 am)
World Bank Pledges Commitment to Liberia’s Banking Sector
• The World Bank has renewed its commitment to economic governance and institutional reform as a way
forward to enhance banking activities in Liberia.
• According to World Bank Liberia Communications Officer Roosevelt Tule, banking institutions, industries
and activities are reflection of microeconomic stability in the country.
• Mr. Tule said while the World Bank recognizes the proliferation of banking institutions in the country, it will
also encourage such proliferation to deepen capacity building in the banking sector.
• He spoke at the launch of a special project aimed at revamping Liberia’s banking sector.
• Meanwhile, Central Bank Governor Mills Jones has challenged the banking sector to be a dependable
partner of government and the private sector to ensure sustainable economic growth and poverty reduction.
Local News on Liberian issues
Senate Holds Public Hearing on FOI Bill Today
[The Analyst, The Inquirer, The New Republic]
•
•
•
•

The Senate Committee on Information and Broadcasting will today hold a public hearing on the Freedom of
Information (FOI) Bill.
The committee’s chairperson Theodore Momo said the hearing is part of efforts aimed at soliciting views on
the bill which was recently passed by the House of Representatives.
Senator Momo said suggestions from the hearing will be used to guide the committee in coming up with a
recommendation to plenary.
The Ministers of Justice and Information, Cllr. Augustine Toe of the Catholic Justice and Peace
Commission and Professor Joe Mulbah of the University of Liberia’s Department of Mass Communication
will address the hearing.

House Condemns New Broom, Radio Veritas
[Public Agenda, The Informer]
•
•
•
•

The House of Representatives is requesting the Press Union of Liberia (PUL) to investigate two media
institutions in the country over claims that each member of that august body received kickbacks to pass the
Maritime Bill.
The House wants the PUL to investigate the broadcast and publication of Radio Veritas and the New
Broom newspaper in which they alleged that USD$15,000 was given to each member of the Legislature to
fast track the passage of the controversial Maritime Bill.
The decision by the House was prompted by a communication by Grand Kru Representative Wesseh
Blamo requesting his colleagues to summon the two media entities to further explain their allegation against
the Legislature.
There has so far been no comment from the two media institutions or the PUL.

ICTJ Urges Liberian Senate on Human Rights Commissioners
[Front Page Africa, The News, Public Agenda]
•

The International Centre for Transitional Justice (ICTJ) has hailed the nomination of commissioners to
serve on the Independent National Human Rights Commission (INHRC).
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•
•
•
•

The ICTJ observed that the nomination of commissioners of the INHRC is a good step forward for
human rights and accountability in Liberia.
The Director of ICTJ’s Africa Programme, Ms. Comfort Ero called on the Senate to begin the confirmation
process as soon as possible to allow the Commission begin its work.
The INHCR is mandated to promote and protect human rights in post conflict Liberia.
ICTJ-Liberia has also noted that moving forward with the appointment process of the commissioners proves
Liberia’s commitment to promote and protect human rights and address many of the issues raised in the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission recommendations.

Foreign Ministry Hosts Second Ambassadorial Lecture Forum Today
[The Inquirer]
•
•
•
•

The Gabriel L. Dennis Foreign Service Institute of the Foreign Ministry will today hold its Second
Ambassadorial Lecture Forum.
Assistant Foreign Minister for Public Affairs Josephus Gray said Egyptian Ambassador Ahmed Fadel
Yakoub will serve as guest lecturer.
He said Ambassador Yakoub will speak on the topic “History of Egypt’s Diplomacy and the Role of Egypt in
the Regional Economic Blocs“, to be followed by questions and answers.
Minister Gray said the Ambassadorial Lecture Forum was launched in January this year by Nigerian
Foreign Minister Chief Ojo Maduekwe during his two days official visit to Liberia.

Who Replaces Ambassador Barnes? Bull Headed to Washington for Now
[Front Page Africa]
•
•
•
•

Credible reports say President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf has instructed Foreign Minister OluBanke King
Akerele to dispatch Deputy Foreign Minister Ambassador William Bull as Charges d’Affaires to Washington,
DC in the next 72 hours.
The instruction comes weeks after the recall of Ambassador Nathaniel Barnes.
It was recently reported that Ambassador Bull was to fill the void temporarily until a permanent replacement
is named.
The position of Charges d’Affaires signals that the Deputy Foreign Minister is most likely a holdover in the
post pending the appointment of a new ambassador.

Stiff Resistance at Ducor, Residents asked for court order before demolition
[The Analyst, The inquirer, Public Agenda, New Democrat, Liberian Express, Daily Observer]
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government’s attempt to remove illegal occupants from areas surrounding the dilapidated Ducor
Continental Hotel Tuesday, 17 August 2010 received stiff resistance from hundreds of angry protesters.
They brandished sticks, rocks, knives, broken bottles and other dangerous weapons.
The protesters who are claiming legitimate ownership of the land surrounding the hotel, said they could not
relinquish said property to Government.
They said they were ready to offer their lives in defense of their properties, which they claim were targeted
for demolition by Government without satisfactory compensation.
Government has informed occupants of the Rocky Hill Community surrounding the hotel to vacate in order
for renovation on the once five-star hotel can begin.
Government maintains that the renovation of the hotel, at the cost of at least US$55 million is a vital part of
its national reconstruction drive.

Mandingo Caucus wants President Sirleaf Implement Bility Commission Findings
[The Inquirer]
•
•
•
•
•

The National Mandingo Caucus has appealed to President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf to quickly act on the Musa
Bility Land Commission report.
The Secretary General of the caucus wants the President to ensure that properties that are no longer
contentious be turned over to the rightful owners.
Mr. Mamadee Daikede observed that any delay to turnover those undisputed properties could undermine
peaceful coexistence in Nimba County.
According to him, the Mandingo Caucus has learned that some people who earlier agreed to be
compensated are having a change of mind due to the delay.
Mr. Daikede also thanked the president for acknowledging the land commission’s report, noting that it
provides an opportunity for peaceful resolution of the Nimba land dispute.
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Over Deplorable Roads, Marylanders Threaten Boycott of 2011Elections, Taxes
[Daily Observer]
•
•
•
•

Citizens of Maryland County have threatened to boycott all electoral processes come 2011 if roads
connecting their county to the rest of the country are not reconditioned before that time.
They also threatened to stop paying taxes until their demand is met.
According to reports, roads in the county as well as the entire southeast remain impassable, with some
settlements and even cities being completely cut off.
The condition of the road is affecting Grand Kru, Sinoe, and River Gee counties with Maryland bearing the
crux of the crisis.

Margibi Lawmaker Expresses Concern over Gender Act
[The News]
•
•
•

Margibi Senator Clarice Alpha Jah has expressed concern over the fate of the Gender Equality Act of 2010.
Senator Jah said the Act which is intended to increase women’s participation and representation in politics
has suffered series of setbacks at the Senate due to what she considers perception by male lawmakers.
The Margibi lawmaker has therefore called on her fellow lawmakers to pass the Act that is aimed at
allowing nothing less than thirty percent women’s representation and participation in politics.

GOL Signs US$100 Million Deal for Port Rehabilitation
[The News]
•
•
•
•
•

The Liberian Government and the Dutch based Company APM Terminals have signed a USD$100 million
agreement for the rehabilitation and management of the Free port of Monrovia pending ratification by the
National Legislature.
The 25-year contract seeks to refurbish and upgrade the port’s services to international standards.
National Investment Commission (NIC) Chairman Richard Tolbert signed on behalf of the Liberian
Government while Hans Ole Madsen, Vice President of AMP Terminals signed for his company.
NIC boss said the signing now finalizes series of negotiations between government and the company,
noting that it means well for the development of Liberia.
Mr. Madsen said as stipulated in the agreement, APM Terminals will start work at the Port January next
year.

Order of Malta Donates to Consolata Sisters
[The News]
•
•
•

The Embassy of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta near Monrovia has donated a vehicle valued at
US$37,000 to the Dioceses of Gbarnga in Bong to be used by the Leprosy and Rehabilitation Centre in
Ganta, Nimba County.
Ambassador Plierluigi Nardis said the donation was his country’s way of assisting the Liberian Government
to enhance its health delivery programmes.
Health Minister Walter Gwenigale who received the key to the vehicle thanked the Government of Malta.

Star Radio (News monitored today at 09:00 am)
Senate Holds Public Hearing on FOI Bill Today
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
ICTJ Urges Liberian Senate on Human Rights Commissioners
(Also reported Truth FM, Sky FM, and ELBC)
Mandingo Caucus wants President Sirleaf Implement Bility Commission Findings

Truth FM (News monitored today at 10:00 am)
House Condemns New Broom, Radio Veritas
Foreign Ministry Hosts Second Ambassadorial Lecture Forum Today

International Clips on Liberia
UN refugee agency to conduct census of Liberian refugees in The Gambia
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APA
The United Nations refugee agency (UNHCR) in The Gambia is scheduled to conduct a census of Liberian
refugees in country from August 24, 2010. According to a press release issued by the UNCHR office in Banjul on
Tuesday, the census is to collect information to help the office to better determine the actual needs of the Liberian
refugees in the country and know how to meet their needs. The agency therefore appealed to all Liberian refugees
to cooperate fully in the exercise which it says is being carried out in collaboration with the government. It is to be
noted that the Liberian refugee population in the country, which reached a peak during the Liberian civil war, has
dwindled considerably since the end of that conflict. However, there still remains a sizeable number of Liberians,
both refugees and non-refugees, who are resident in the country.
Rotary Peace Camp to Help Train West African Youth in Peace and Conflict Resolution
www.prnewswire.co.uk
Rotary's Peace Camp, bringing together youth leaders, government representatives, and traditional leaders from
post-conflict and fragile states in West Africa, including Liberia, Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone, and Guinea, will take
place on August 22-25, in Jendemah, Sierra Leone. Rotary's Peace Camp, "Strengthening the Capacities of Youth
Leaders to Engender Human Rights, Peace Building, and Non Violent Conflict Resolution in Post Conflict and
Fragile States in West Africa," will train youth leaders in peace and conflict resolution. A special cross-border
training workshop will also be held for immigration and law enforcement officers and traditional leaders, like town
chiefs and elders, living along the border area between Liberia and Sierra Leone. Other events include a midnight
peace parade, peace vigils, and the dedication of the Rotary Peace Hut.

International Clips on West Africa
Guinea
Former Guinean junta chief’s eldest son dies by drowning
APA
The eldest son of former Guinean junta chief, Moussa Dadis Camara, died by drowning on Monday evening, in
Canada where he was living since last year, APA learns here on Tuesday from a reliable source. The victim was
about 24 years old and was nicknamed “sonny”. He was studying at a private university in Conakry at the time
when the junta seized power. In Canada, Dadis’ son was living in Papa Koly Kouroumah’s house, a former minister
of the environment and also the chairman of the Rally for the Defense of the Republic (RDR), who arrived fifth
during the first round of the presidential poll which was held on 27 June.
"Guinea Welcomes in a New Era and the Beginning of the Country's Mining Renaissance"
www.24-7pressrelease.com
Symposium Mines Guinea (SMG 2010) will take place from 23- 25 November 2010, in Conakry, Republic of
Guinea. The event is organized by the Ministry of Mines & Geology, Republic of Guinea, in association with AME
Trade Ltd, United Kingdom. Symposium Mines Guinea is now established as the largest mining event currently
organised in West Africa. In 2008, the event attracted over 800 participants emanating from 25 countries, 46
companies exhibited and 85 presentations were delivered. Symposium Mines Guinea has been organised on a
biannual basis since 2004 (Bel Air, Boffa, Guinea), 2006 (Dusseldorf, Germany) and 2008 (Conakry, Guinea).
Symposium Mines Guinea 2010, will take place against the backdrop of the country's first truly democratic
elections, after a two year period of an oscillating political landscape, Guinea is entering a new era with a new
government about to be elected, civilian rule and the hope for a brighter future for all its citizens. Guinea is now
back on the worldwide political agenda for the right reasons, with development partners and private sector investors
now returning and showing their commitment to making sure that hand in hand with the government of Guinea, the
country fulfils its vast potential and becomes a regional and continental economic powerhouse.
Ivory Coast
UNOCI pays final homage to a Ghanaian soldier
African Press Organization
The UN Operation in Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI) paid a final homage on Tuesday to Warrant Officer Akudzoé Godwin
Yao, a Ghanaian peacekeeper who died on 10 August 2010 at a clinic in Abidjan where he was evacuated following
a stroke. The Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Côte d’Ivoire, Y. J. Choi, Deputy Force
Commander Gen. Benjamin Kusi and many other military and civilian members of the mission attended the funeral
ceremony at the mission’s headquarters in Abidjan. On this occasion, the Squadron Chief of the Ghanaian Air
Force in Bouaké, Yosi Laaty-Ayeh, outlined the career and military activity of the deceased. “Calm, respectful and
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always available, Godwin Yao, by his behaviour, was especially an example for young people and his
subordinates,” he said. The 42-year-old Warrant Officer arrived in Cote d’Ivoire on 23 April 2010. He was married
and had 2 children. His death brings to 46 the number of UNOCI’s soldiers who have died since the mission was
first deployed in April 2004.
Anti-malaria volunteers visit Ivory Coast
www.koreaherald.com
Future Leading with Women, a Seoul-based charity group, dispatched nine volunteers to the Ivory Coast on Sunday
in an effort to root out malaria from the country. They will donate 7,000 mosquito nets and medicines which they
expect can protect about 20,000 people from the disease. The aid will be given to five villages -- Guiglo, Danane,
Yamoussoukro (Didievi), Abengourou, and Agou. The delegation led by former Ambassador to the Ivory Coast Kim
Seung-ho also plans an anti-malaria education campaign for elementary school students and village people. The
Ivory Coast has the lowest mosquito net supplies in the world.
UNOCI principal deputy chief believes situation is favourable for elections
African Press Organization
The Principal Deputy Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Cote d’Ivoire, Mr. Abou Moussa, on
Monday welcomed the fact that a date – 31 October 2010 – has been set for the first round of the Ivorian
presidential election. Speaking on his return from Addis Ababa, where he attended a meeting of the Peace and
Security Council of the African Union whose agenda included the Ivorian electoral process, Mr. Moussa said the
choice of an election date by the Ivorian parties, including the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC), was a very
important development. “The situation today is favourable for the holding of elections,” he said in an interview with
ONUCI FM. However, he stated that, given the short time remaining, there was an urgent need to take certain
parameters into consideration in order to meet the election deadline. In this connection, he mentioned the
production of the final electoral list, the production and distribution of voters’ cards, the transportation of electoral
materials to the hinterland, the recruitment and training of polling officers as well as the disarmament,
demobilization and reintegration of ex-combatants.
Sierra Leone
President Koroma urges peaceful run-off elections in Guinea
www.sierraexpressmedia.com
President Ernest Bai Koroma returned home last evening from the Guinean capital of Conakry where he made a
one-day working visit with his Liberian counterpart Ellen Johnson Sirleaf to solidarise with the government and
people of Guinea on their pending run-off presidential elections. On his arrival at the Conakry International Airport,
President Koroma told journalists in the presence of his host General Sekouba Konate that he was impressed with
the considerable achievement made during the past elections “and the process should not be completed without
our presence to congratulate and urge a fair and peaceful conduct of the forthcoming run-off elections” which have
been slated for 19th September 2010. He said he and the Liberian President “are here to associate ourselves with
the great strides towards democratizing the country… We know it has not been easy, but we are pleased with the
positive steps. So we are here to support and solidarise with you.” President Koroma had special words of
commendation for General Konate: “I must commend President Konate on the stance taken to allow the democratic
course… It has been a substantially peaceful election, and it has been a pride to us all… We are here to encourage
the President to continue the process until it is concluded.”
African finance ministers meet in Sierra Leone
www.africanews.com
A two-day conference of African Finance Ministers and Bank Governors has started in Freetown, Sierra Leone. The
meeting which is tag the African Caucus will discuss issues relating to African in the context of global financial and
economic crises, lessons learnt and the way forward. African Finance Ministers and Bank Governors formed the
African Caucus, following the Montere Convention, Mexico in 2002. The Caucus comprises African member
countries of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), but especially those in sub-Saharan African
whose economies are week and characteristic of Least Developed Countries (LDCS). Sierra Leone is hosting the
event for the second time in a row. “Hosting of the African Caucus meeting offers tremendous benefits for Sierra
Leone. It will be the biggest international meeting the country has hosted in its post-war era and will play a crucial
role in the re-branding drive of Sierra Leone. The conference, which is expected to attract more than 500 delegates
from Africa and beyond, will also help in show casing Sierra Leone’s investment and tourist; potentials, as well as
improve donor confidence and relations..” Finance minister Samura Kamara said at the weekly Government press
briefing last week. The Group regularly meets with the Managing Director of the IMF and the President of the World
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Bank during the Annual meetings of the two institutions to specifically discuss the latest economic challenges
facing African countries and related multilateral actions. These meetings have helped to strengthen relations
between African countries and the Bretton Woods Institutions including enhancement of Voice and Participation, as
well as development partnership.
****
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The New Times (Kigali)
Thursday, 19 August 2010
Rwanda: ICTR Should Act On Media Reports About Genocide Fugitive, Mpiranya
Kigali — RECENT media reports indicating that notorious Genocide fugitive, Protais Mpiranya, is hiding
in Zimbabwe should not be taken lightly, especially by the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR).
The UN tribunal has an outstanding indictment and arrest warrant against Mpiranya, a former
commandant of the elite presidential guard during the 1994 Genocide against the Tutsi. The United States
Government has put out a $5m reward for his arrest.
He is not only known for his role in masterminding the Genocide that left over one million Tutsi dead, he
is also responsible for a series of atrocities mainly committed in the Democratic Republic of Congo and
other countries, where he worked with the Genocidal forces.
Given the time this man, who is ranked Number Three on the list of most wanted fugitives, has remained
evasive from the long arm of the law, the tribunal should leave no stone unturned and it should use the
clout of the UN to facilitate the apprehension.
This must, however, not stop with Mpiranya, as it has been revealed that many other fugitives, mostly
wanted by the Rwandan judiciary are said to be either established in Zimbabwe while others have been
freely moving in and out of that country.
However, these media reports should always be verified, as some may not necessarily be accurate, as,
indeed, the fugitives in Zimbabwe have sought to mislead public opinion by planting stories alleging that
the government of Rwanda has dispatched secret agents to eliminate them.
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Special Court Supplement
Community town hall meeting Outreach in Tombo
Thursday, 19 August 2010
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